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Your Week in Culture: Lana Del Rey,
‘Gianni Versace,’ the Murder of Malcolm
X Onstage
By THE NEW YORK TIMES JAN. 12, 2018

New TV shows, museum openings, film releases and concerts — it’s a lot to keep
track of. Let us help. For the week of Jan. 14, seven events in New York and
elsewhere not to be missed:

Pop: Lana Del Rey on Tour
Jan. 15; aircanadacentre.com. Jan. 17; lanadelrey.com. Jan 19;

prucenter.com.

At a concert in New York this fall, the singer Lana Del Rey covered Leonard
Cohen’s “Chelsea Hotel #2” — a bittersweet, romantic memory song, well tuned to
her own emotional register. Cohen is a major influence on her recent work: In an
interview with Billboard in December, she cited the late Canadian poet-composer’s
secular hymn “Anthem” (“Forget your perfect offering/There is a crack in
everything/That’s how the light gets in”) as another favorite.

Unlike her balladeer hero, Ms. Del Rey is a pop star, but she does her best to
dodge some of the usual requirements of that role. Writing about another show in
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